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Subject - Produ¢·tion Paths 
Abstract 
.CasJ~.: .s·tud{e-s ci_~·e. ,presen·ted whic.h p·rove that defect gen~ra-
tlort. dt>es ft>llow prO'dUc tion paths. In most cases.-, the paths were of 
sho.rt duration·. .A· th·orough knowledge of the process th.i:qugh: the. 
I 
creation of a. flow ,diagram helped to pinpo,int defect generatfng paths. 
Where the percent defective was not clearly a multiple of path's 
expected percent~ge of product, the utilization of variables data and·:· 
an "F" test led to the pinpointing of part.i.cu.lat: :.de feet paths. One 
.t: 
means of jus:tiJyt.ng:, production p.ath t:roubl.e, ·shooting_ is presented. 
\ 
,,:f 
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PRODUCTION PATHS 
.,. 
-~ 
.. 
' 
Introduction 
In proceeding from one point of manufacture to the next, 
·thJ~ part or parts flow through the process in what we shall refer to 
.. as production paths. We are· interested in whether defects are uni-
,,.., 
·,· 
formly distributed ove.r the· :various paths. In other words, does a 
' J ~ . 
.,, . . 
r,-.· ·1·.:._ 
' . 
. ~ 
path generally procl:u~·e: ail go·od· or all bad 1rarts? When we speak of 
a process as being 10 percent de·fec.tfve, are· we saying that 10 pe-r-
c:ent of the paths are defective, or that each path is 10 percent 
defective? · 
Even :if a. :Path· ·.is: in a 1state o-f control, it will pr:od:uce 
:a distribution of V'alues. ··Therefore, it is possible fo.r· all defects 
to come from o.ne path_ ·without all products from the path being 
:d.efective. Without any defects being produced, "control" depends 
perhaps on_ ideri.ti.fy:i..n:g one or more paths which are different from 
the others. 
We might a.sk ou·r·s·elve·s .several questions like: 
t.. ·How can we most qui.ckty __ ,-:: or most cheaply, identify the paths which 
,. 
2. Hbvt can we stop ·th·e p_roduction of defects? 
:3.::• :Should ·;the pliy.stc·a1 exploration of the cause (within the path) 
,. 
-be· sought? 
·4. Under what econon1:tc; .conditions is trouble shooting worthwhile? 
5. Under what economic conditions is continuo'us identification of 
~ f 
product with prod'uction path j~s:tif-:ied; 
. .. ~ ,, : , ... 
-~ . 
• '! 
I\ 
,· 
.. ·~· 
Discussion and Case Studies 
The thought that defect generation might be related.to 
production paths was suggested by.data taken in telephone manufacture•(I) 
The data pert.ained to approximately six percent defective C-4 ringers. 
The problem encountered in the assembly was that operators were unable 
,., to pt.ace an al~minurl\ resonator shell onto the zinc die--cast base. 
Two casting machines of four cavities each turned out the 
'fra'e of the C-4 ringer. ~n.turQ., these cast'ings were machined on 
. 
. 
t_wo Bodine machines. Each. ,Bodine· :machine· was equipped with 12 hold:tp.g'. 
fixtures. 
The die mark· on ·all c·as tings which could ·not be .assembled 
w·as the same. But if all castings from that die c:o·ul:d., no:.f be assem-
. . ):, 
bled, there should have been about 12 percent involved. :rt was then 
determined that castings from that die gave no trouble in· as·sembly 
if they were machined on one of the Bodine machines but .always gave 
trouble .if machined o.n the other. The defects were preverited by. 
d,.frecting the cas:·tings. from that die. to. the appropriate Bodi.~e., a:n·d 
no physical expl.a:n·ation of the .ip:·t.~rac.~:-tori' :was sought. 
A bib~iographic search: was conducted to ascertain whether 
.any informa~ion was written on.~'·the subject. None was found; therefore, 
an attack on 4 the problem was progrannned. 
With the foregoing in ·mind, an in-·p-lant: inv.es·tig·ation of 
inqustrial problems was made i,n the pla.n~ C>f ~· ::pqr-tab.le appliance 
1nan·ufac-tlire·r. In. ~he facilities of the:·:-loc-at-ion,. the following 
.appliances are man,uf ac tured: toasters, g1;i 1.is. ,. pe_rcolators, and 
-3-
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rotisseries. The plant houses a non-ferrous foundry, palstic opera-
tion, punch press and draw press area, polishing and buffing section, 
plating operation, sub-assembly and assembly areas. These plant 
, l.1 >• \ • l 
operat,ing areas are serviced by the usual service groups of a well-
organized section, namely: Accounting, Engineering and the Manufac-
turing sections. Manufacturing is comprised of Manu.facturing 
Engineering which specifies the process and has under its helm the 
·tool room facilities and pl-ant engineering, the Materials Section, 
Quality Control and Employee and Connnunity Relations wherein wage 
administration is centered. I 
ATTRIBUTES CASE PROBLEMS 
Case 1 Percolator Heater Pump· :Ass·emb1y 
A moliing ope rat.lo.~ pro.d.uc:es parts from four c:~v-.i.ties .in 
:g' .stngle mold. All c·_a;v.ittes. appear 'to be good, but one interacts 
. 
with :op:~ .o·f: four stations 1:n a subsequent machining operation. Th·e· 
r·es(rlt- ls th-e formation of a threaded. s.ec-tion where the threads run 
from .~lmo:s.t a full form thr¢:ad to approximately a 50 percent thread 
fq,tm-., :The full thread when assembled with a nut of the same material,: 
namely aluminum, cau_SE}S: severe galling. The nut cannot be applied. 
Such was the si:tuat-ion on one of· the percolator assembly 
lines in. the plant under study. The first clue was a cry from the 
operato~ on the assembly line where the -rtut was applied. 
The first instinct is to check the operator to assure that 
she is fol.lowi,ng the proper pro·cedure of applying the nut to the heater 
. -pump assembly. She was. There wasn't any real .reason to believe 
otherwise, for the operator was known to be .r.ell·able and not a new 
IJ 
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hand on the job •. The next things to look at were the heater pump 
assemblies and nuts. The nuts looked good,.and when checked with a 
go, no-go thread plug gauge known to be satisfactory due to its having 
been checked against the set ring gauges, proved to be good •. 
TI1ere was but one item remaining to be involved -- the 
heater pump assembly which is cast and machined in the foundry. 
An examination of the heater pump assembly on the line 
revealed a discrepancy in thread form. A check with the go, no-go 
ring gauges showed the threads to be sn~g in the tlg9" .ring gauge, bu~ 
' 
acceptable. The threads of the marng parps, due to their being on 
the high side of tne "go" plug limits' ti.ed in with the galling 
action of like materials to cause severe binding. However, not all 
heater pump assemblies were ·Like this. 
The heater pump as~~mbli_es normally are marked with cavity 
~umq_er:~.. the gravity cast mold was in operation for some time, and 
the'. ic:l'e.ntification w~s not. #oo positive, since .wear had taken plac.e •. 
Additionally, an iron oxlde parting compound sprayed on the mold 
/ 
surfaces sometimes reduced the legibility of cavity markings. This 
situation meant that freshly cast assemblies had to be obtained, 
identified and f9llowed in their proc:lu¢t1,qn :p:a·.t.hs .of machining. 
The production paths from:. c·~stfng ·th.rough machining folLo.w: 
.,;;.,:. 
~ .. 
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te.n: C·.a~ tings cf ~ach of the if our c:avities ·were ·se·nt ran-
, ·~ 
f 
.. 
:d:o.mly · through the s:ebsequent · roaching operatJqn, W:he·rE?· the heater pump 
·as.s·¢mblies were clamped into fixtures on the machine, there b~ing 
.f.our .fixtures. The assemblies were machined in two statioIJ.S •. The: 
' 
fit$t ·stri9n faced the assembly and at the same time cut a cylin,~ 
'\_j 
drical surface for the threading opetation. The second machiping 
.station put a cha)rd:er or lip on. the t·ns:tde wall on the top :and. cut 
th.e. threads: •. · 
Each cavity was identified wlth ·th.e ·stal:io·na· it ·was fixtured· 
/ 
lrt f,o-r the .. ~chining operation. At the completion of machining of 
the. forty· pie·.ces., the.: ca:'stings- w·ere- che·Cked with ·the thread ring Q 
gauges and found acce.ptable.. A .clos:.er look at the assembl.ies showed 
the discrepancy in .tJ1r·e.a~f form on. ·Some ·o~ the forty· piec~-s ~ The 
r 
. ) 
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de.fective pieces, of which there were, three'., amounted to 7 .5 percent 
poorly machined threads.· All three pieces came from cavity two. 
' 
Since all ten cavity two parts were not defective, there 
appeared to be an interaction between cavity two and one of the fix-
· · tures. A look into the mold showed· the well core of cavity two was 
,, 
', 
. l 
canted slightly. The cant was s1fficient to interfere, under the 
.. 
) . 
rigj:lt conditions, with the floating pilo·ts in the machining operations • 
• 
Inves tigatiort revealed that· c>'.n. ·the previous weekend, the 
well core of cavity two Wq,~ repl~ced and .no:t .~rope.rly positioned. 
The resu:l·t was a canted .core. 
movement. 
The fixtures of the madh·ine- we.re:· check~d for freedom of 
Fixture four was innnob-il.e -du_e· to: ha· .:ing been bound up wJth·. 
aluminum chips. 
The result of the interaction of the heater pump assembly 
(cavity two) and fixture four gave approxima·tely a seven percent 
defective thread. The production path iriv.olved wa$. that shown by· 
the dotted: line in the preceeding productionpa.th· diagram. 
i:f:. tb_e parts: from a cavity are eqtjally likely to p,¢ inachined 
on any fixture, each P.ath should be follo.we·d by about 1/16.. or approxi-
mately seven percent of t_he product. 
Looking back .at the problem,. it was recognized that there 
,f 
was trouble in the,-.,\th+~~4ing operation. The problem of identifying 
a path or paths was not. :difficult, since there· weren't many paths. A 
s:ample of 40 heater pump asse.mblies was taken. Tli:fs w.as not necessary. 
-~ 
The flow diagram indicated. we should have been ·l.o'o·king. fo:r one path 
....... 
' 
f, 
-7-
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. i.n 16 or one in four., On this basis, were a sample of 16 units taken, 
identification of the responsible path would have been made. The 
identification of course couldn't be made unless the castings were 
taken in groups and processed through the mach_ining operation with 
identification of casting cavity number and machine fixture retained •.. 
This was done. 
·• 
... 
··rri' the plast'ics · operation of· the plant under study, dµe tq 
. 
. .• 
__ goo.d .mold identification and short paths of operations to a finished 
piece, the production paths were: easily identified and followed. Why 
defects were generated was relativ~ly east to ascettain. In six 
months o~· scrutiny of the operation; it wa.s. qui_t_e evident that muc:"q 
of the problems of defect generation are tie:g-- :q.own: mainly to the 
·b,reakdown o.~ mol_ds and i-n some cases t:o. t:he -plastic ·p.ress·e:~ t:l'1E?_m$el·ve:s·. 
"' ' " ., 
Four Important causea of large fract~·on. ·c:l¢:f¢c:(ive·s :are:--: 
1 ·•· The designer., s .tg:no)··atfc¢ o:'f tlr.e l imi tat.io:ns·. -i.t1: pl~s.-t-.t:c 
:.molding_. 
2 .- Over des ig·n: for· :appearanGe. 
3. Improperly specified or implemented controls over 
~-·~·-
' operational variables., such as: molding cure time; 
e 
-pre-heating, material (compound and flow· number), 
mold temperature and general operating instructions. 
4.. Insufficient manpower to tend machines. 
Attributes sampling is used in the plastic area. For :f.1n_±·sh 
inspection, a 2\ percen:t AQt, normal insp~ction, singl·e sampling pl·~r1. 
is used. 
... 
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Case 2 (Very Short Production Paths) 
A. Grill Front Han~le. 
\<f{ 
In the final inspection after tumblt12-g, it was noted that 
the sample of 35 handles was showing a large percent defe~tive. ,·OThe 
sample size hf 35 is for a lot of 240 handles per box. 
The samples which were defective had· .two b\li.lt up ·ar..eas 
"' :' on the· leading edge o:r·the handle, all in the s·ame :pl~ce:.: 
. ,,(. . 
· A cons id~:ratioti: of the. possible produc·ti.on paths of t.he 
J 
. 
plastic material fre>m the- -hopper to the -motd -~~d _subsequent tumbling 
indicated that th:e_ ·defective items were b·eing _generated as a result 
.o.f a mold conditi.,.on.. S:i.~the~e was a high: number of d·ef.ec-tive 
.. 
pieces in the sample., :namely, ten, the s:us·pect path appeared to be 
·one of three mold .cavities. Historically, due to the fact that molds 
are marked, a simple check for cavity number identifie.d the defective 
p-arts as c,om,fng. ·.from number two cavity. A check in to cavity two in . 
th.e: mol:d :tev-e~l.ed ·two broken out areas on ·.t:he leading edge of cavity 
'\•./-
tWO·· .. . . 
B. Percolator Handle. 
Final inspection sampling i;eyeal:ed: a relatively high percent 
of defect:$: in a sample of 35 hand..le·s: :from a box containing 190 handles. 
s·ev.et1 handles had what appe·ared t9 ~re -~ crack leading horizont~lly 
.. 
aw.~y from the lower h,and1e: h·ol:e·, but no.t of uniform degree in ~l:l 
.h_apdles. 
··-~---/ 
-9-
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The mold involved- is .. a :four c,avity mold; th~refore, .as 
' in the previous example, the :first impulse was to lo·ok at the mold 
in the press. The mold surfaces -at the lower handle hole area were 
' highly polished and intact. Each cavity core pin was then checked. 
The check revealed that one of the four spring-loaded core pins 
~ . ~ 
wasn'"t retracting fully a,t,the completion of the mold cycle. 
Subsequently, as the part was removed, :from, the press; the core p.i_ij._ 
dragged acro~s the: lower handle ho1:e. a-nd ::P);.qdµ_c~d the defect • 
Case 3 .(S,hor,t Pr,oduction Paths Requirin_g ·Finer Analysis) 
Th:e: drawer handle· 'in question was approximately 33 pet_9:ent 
defective :i:n a sample of 50 pieces from<:.;'~o_t of 460 handles. The 
' pieces were being checked for -center-to-center and drilled depth 
of two holea:. in the handle bos.~_es. The center-to-c·enter dimensions 
were out by :., . as mµch :as. 0-. 025· inch • 
. Fart.s in: ·the lo.t tipQ.Eft ins pee tion were manufac tur ..~.cl .i:n a 
:s.:eco.ndar·y, three cavity ·mold·. The cavities were numbered 4, 5 a·nd: 6.:. 
After molding_, '.t'.he· parts were tumbled and then conveyed to 
-a :drilling operat:Lon. Drilling was performed on a circular fixture 
p)i wh:L-ch nine ,dril.1.irig stat ions were mounted. There were 27 paths 
involv:ed. (tom· ·tQe. 'rriold through drilling. 
'The defective drawer handles seemed to be tied down to a 
-stngle cavity. A check of the r~jec_t_s: showed number six cavity wa$ 
:fnvdlved. Glanci.rtg st1pe:rficially over all three cavities didn't 
a··how a discernible difference between -the cavities. Why should only 
one cavity run· :d.efective in. a drilling operation? The other cavities 
.. ,. ··' 
-10-
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didn't appe4r to be any different! 
"-" 
A check of the drilling machine revealed ~ slop of _approxi-
mately 1/32 inch in the drill spindle. This is where the trouble 
probably existed. -But, why didn't cavities four and five react 
similarly? 
A closerloo·k at all of the cavities~revealed.that cavity 
six had a different surface on the bosses which were drilled. The 
---
z 1/2° + 1° - o0 angle was approximately six degrees on cavity "'six, 
while cavities four and five had no angle. They were,eho·rizontal. 
The dr;Lll bit slid inward on the drill head with the 1/32 inct_ play. 
As a result, the alignment fixture for hole centering had a 
wor.n -pi_lot bushi.ng which temporarily was replaced. All parts then 
fit the gauge. At a more· convenient time in plant .. ·o·perations, due 
to the complexity of the repair, the drilling: ·tnc1·ch'fn.e. ]J:~d a new 
head replace the worn-out old head. 
There are many more similar examples which were encountered. 
The paths were of short duration and easily identifiable because 
of mold markings. 
While still giving some thought to mold markings, it would 
be well to mention that, although some molds or dies ai;,e not marked, . 
. r 
,J:-~, 
. 
one is able to identify a·' part as coming from a particular mold or 
die where a secondary die is involved. Identification is much like 
fingerprinting. Although identification is not possible in all 
cases, peculiarities in dies such as ~he meeting of die sections, 
inserts, etc. leave their marks. Under close scrutiny, these tell-
" 
-11-
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.. tale markings could lead to the identification of a defect generating 
production path. Where no such markings exist, the Tool Section can 
modify a section of the die to establish identity through~~ notch, 
circle, etc • 
U_p to this point, attribute data was employed to .try to· 
d.et·erm.ine causes of de fee ts. Where no defects, only dif ference-s:,. 
r 
cfr.¢ observed, or where one path does. not. p~oduce 100 percent of the 
d:e.f:'ects, variable data is helpful in .ficluing in" on defect generating 
Sometimes defect ·generation is sporatic due to an intermitt:ent 
·.cg_pq.ition associated with time. Or sometimes percent defect'iv:es: J.µ.sit' 
. \ ~ 
:do.n' t appear as integral multiples of the percent production .of a: _
1
_.-:c-· 
..c.. 
• 
single path. When such is the· case, it gets to be more meartingftil 
to employ variables sampling techniques and data together with statis-
tical measures of significance to enable one to conclude that one or 
) 
mor·e paths of proc;luc·t:lon show significance in p~o-d_uc-ing the defective 
ti.em. 
Employing the theori)~-_s: :o·f probability, variables ~-axp.p:li-ng ·c-:an 
us·.e a smaller number of items, obtain their tlverage and proc:es's ·s:pt·~ad 
a:s calculated from their standard deviation (er ) and with a powerful, 
·y,e·t .relatively simple test. such ~s :.an 11 F" test, determine s ignif ica,nce, 
-l·f it exists in the cho.'.Ef¢fi _paths. 
Where real problem solving needs are in order, variables data 
ts: the most meaningful. Statistical techniques, such as ·already 
meJ;itioned, which employ variances will do the job. 
-12-
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Variables Case Problems 
Since variables data giv~s more information, it is more 
meaningfu1 and can aid in detecting shifts from normal capabilites. 
,. 
Many. observat~ons contain more information than one observation. 
Generally, smaller samples are involved, though they may be more 
·costly due to required measurements and subsequent calculations. 
Following are several examples of how one might use variables 
data to pinpoint where~n production paths the cause lies in defect 
I 
generation. In most cases, assuming a normal distribution, the 
, percent defectives generated do not point to p~ths or multiples of 
paths. We use variables data to cletect a change- in the process per-
cent defective. 
c·ase 1 (Single Productio_n Pat-hJ 
- .- . - . 
.f 
/. 
-~ 
·on -a ·new toaster, probLem.s Wtf.r.e. encountered in .se.cuting the 
:p,la·ted shell to the superstructure: :ass:e.mbly. The shell opened up· 
d.Jmens-ion.a-lJ:y ~o_mewh,ere ~ri the .ptoces_s·. It was anticipated that the 
shell -opened up in the plating cycle. ·However, at this point, it 
+ 
wasn't proven. All shells were not outside the 100~ - 4° specifi-
cation for the shell angle. The angle, transla,ted into_ a diagonal 
dimension, c·alculated out to be 6.607 inc_h.; :Qr approximately 6 39/64 
inch. 
Where in the process, what portion of tbe: p·roduction path,did 
we experience. the opening up of the shell? 
Twenty-five t'abricated shells were taken in succession in the 
fabricating section through all operations to the finished parts. 
' 
-13-
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( 
The parts were numbered and dimensions taken of both the shell· 
angle and the diagonal dimension.. The corner-to-corner dimension 
J 
. was taken with a scale to the nearest 1/64 inch, while the a~gle was 
~-
'c l • 
measured with a protractor on the outside of the shell and recorded 
to the nearest five minutes. 
A picture of the set up together with tables of measurement~ .. 
before and after plating follow: 
f· 
S.t\~ LL 
• 
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Table 1 
(After Fabricating,· Before Plating) 
Diagonal Dim. (Inch) Angle (Degrees/Min.) 
Shell No. Left Right Left Right 
1 6 21/32 6 5/8 101-30, 100-45 
2 6 43/64 6 19/32 102-30 100-,50 
_J__ .. ~ y -"-- .c 
-:j:. 6 43/64 6 41/64 101-15 100-30 
.4_ 6 43/64 6 5/8 102-15 101 
5 6 41/64 6 39/64 101-15 100-30 
•. :6: 6 45/6.4 6 39/64 102-45 100-30 
7 9 41/64 6 5/8 102 1:01-5 
-8· 6 41/64 6 39/64 101-30 1·01 
·9 6- 4'3/6:4 6 5/8 102-45 100-30 
l'Q 6. 45/64 6 39/-64~ 103 100-45 
il 6 43/64 6 39/64 102-5 100-30 
12. 6 39/64 6 19/32 101-15 100-30 
... 
l3 6 53/64 6 45/64 106~45.: 102-45" 
14 6 43/64 6 5/8 10:2-· 101-15 
:.is 6 43/64 6 5/8 :ic>J- io 1p1 
t6· ... 6 43/64 6 41/64 102 
.lOl 
17 6 41/64 6 41/64 101-50 101~3·0: 
·1:a: 6 43/64 6 5/8 102-50 101-15 
19·. 6 43/64 6 41/64 102-30 101-15 
:20· 6 43/64 6 4 . i./64: 102-30 101-30 
.2i: 6 43/64 6 41/64 102-30 101-30 
:22 ·6 43/64 6 45/ 64 101-45 103-30 
·23 .. ' 6 11/16 ·6 21/,~2 102-15 102-50 
l 
24 ~ . ' . - ... 6 47/64 6 41/64 103-45 101-30 
25 :6--4:3/64 .. 6 41./ 64 10.1-·45 101-30 
'· 
·, ;-
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Table 1 (Cont'd.) .. 
~-
' l 
... 
CALCULATIONS· 
: 
Diagonal -·-
- - ' Left:· X = 6 + 1081 = 6 43/64 Right: X = 6 + 1011 = 6 5/8 
25 
.-
-R ::: 28 -= 2:._ .. 3·3· 
- ~ ----
12 
I -
er= R = 2.33 = 2.07 
-d2 1.128 
- I (R & er in terms of 64ths) 
-~gle· --· 
Le·:tt-:·: x.: 
,. 
= 100 + 59.66 = 102°· 3or 
25 
-
.. 0 
MR - 21 + 4B5L6o - 29.08/24 - -
24 
\ .. 
I 
- 1.07° .. er - MR - 1.21 -
- - -
-
. d2 1.128 
Rig~t: -X = .iOb + 29.49 = 101° 15' 
25 
MR = 6° + 365/60 = 12.oa 
24 24 
CT'
1 
= MR = o.so3 ~ o.446° 
·-d-2. 1.128 
25 
·-
·R.= 18 = 1.5 
-12 
( -
er= R = 1.5 = 1.33 
-d2 1.128 
. ,· 0 
=.:l.21 
.i 
. ...; 
--- - -· ------·---·- - - - - . - . - - -·---· ,__ ' - --· ... --· ... -- ..... ~ -~- . .._ -~. - ,......__.._.........;..__._.. ---·-----------·-·- - . . .--.--. 
' i 
--I6-
I •• ,., .. , ...,...,. 
. I 
II 
ii 
I 
•• 
/ 
-----------. --
r 
.. ' 
.... .,;;, 
' . 
. 'f'.· 
~·· ... 
-- -- -·--··--·---------····--· ··-··-· ·- .... ,,._, _______________ ---····· .. . .. ~........ ...... --·-- ···-··········-·- -·-· .. 
Shell No. 
1 
2 
. a 
4 
:5 
6" 
7· 
a 
9: 
to· 
ll 
·.-- -··· 
i·t 
13 
1.4 
15, 
'1.6 
:17 
18 
:1:.9 
:2{) 
2.1. 
2'.·2: 
:23 
24 
:25 
Table 2 
I (After Chrome Plating) 
Diagonal Dim. (Inch) 
· Left Right . 
6 57/64 
6 43/64 
6 3/4 
6 21/32 
---- Lost -----
6 25/32 
6 53/64 
.6 29/32 
---- Lost 
6 3/4 
6 59/64 
6 07/8 
6 13/16 
6 53/64 
6 27/32 
6 13/1.~ 
6 l-5/16 
" 
:6 4:9/6-4 
----.- Lost 
6 57:/64 
6. 7/8. 
6- 5)/64 
6 7/·8 
.-6- 13/ 16 
6 25/32 
6 23/32 
6 23/32 
----
6 11/16 
6 23/32 
6 23/64 
6 45/64 
-6 63/64 
6 49/64 
6 29/ 3.-4 
6. .. 3/4: 
6 :·1[8 
.·· .. 
:(i ·s..3/:64 
6· 55/64 
6 3/4 
6 13/16 
6 25/32 
---- Lost ----
6 3/4 6 49/64 
i)>. 
.. 
\:j' . 
Angle (Degrees/Min.) 
{> 
Left Right 
108-10 104~20 
103-10 101-50 
. 
---- Lost --·-·--
"'105-15 105-50 
106-50 104-5 
108-10 103-15 
----
Lost 
----
104-10 103-1-0-
108-20 lO:J-35 
107-50 lOl-5:0. 
106-10 103· .. 15 
.. 
107-5 111.~s 
108 104-55 
lQ'.:6·-55 108-15 
... 
109-30 104-45 
----
Lost 
----
104-50 109 
---- Lost ----
107-45 106-20 
. 
106-40 107-25 
107-45 104-30 
107-30 106-45 
107-10 "' 105-15 
----
Lost 
----
104-40 104-30 
'!}.: 
·----·--·-·--·--------- ---··-·-···-·_:__- ______ :_ _______ , __ --: .. -.. --- .--.... -:----~-·--:-·-;'·'·-· :-·:: .. ,--. -: ~-:~· ·-
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CALCULATIONS 
Diagonal --
-
Table 2 (Cont'd.) 
·-. ,, 
·"· 
Left: X = .6 + 1070 = 6 54/.64 
20 r 
Right: X:=6+994=650/64 
20 
-·~· 
:R·- ·= 50 = 5: 
·-10 
I .. -. 
~ .er"' ::::: .R = 5 = 4.43 
·.~ 
. d2 ·1.128 
-
I 
u· in terms of 64th) (R & 
Angle --
Left: :-.X ·= 100 + 135. 92 
20 
= 1.0.6.0: s.o:·, 
i - 1295' ~ 2° 10' 
10 
/. 
-~. ·-: -R = 130 - 1 Q 55 I' 
·-
:d_2" 1. 128 
( 
Right : x = 100 + 1 os. 92 = 1 os0 ::io.:.: 
20 
-1i:- ·= 
·• 
I 
·er: -
-
1445' 
10 
-R -
-d2 
t_ 
20 145' - 10' 
-
1.128 " 
-~· 
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-
-R= 54 = 5.4 
-10 
I -t:r= R= 5.4 ~4.79 
-d2 1. 128 
·, 
) 
:?1 
,, ! 
. ·, 
• i 
1: 
., 
., I! 
1 •
. 1: 
Ii j 
.· r 
. i 
!I 
; ', 
- '} 
'.J 
I 
:: 
I 
-~ 
' 
. \~ 
. I 
To simplify calculations, the six inch dimension was droppe4 
since it was constant_ in the ·diagonal measurement. In the angular 
calculations, 100 degrees were subtracted from the actual measurements. 
'- I 
Set-up for the shell was made by securing the shell, on 
end: and utilizing two magnetic blocks to ho1d the shell in a"' ver··tical , 
pbsition against a large angle block. 
In the plating operation, five shells were lost. This 
situation had the effect of reducing the "after plating" degrees of 
' freedom by five in the "F" ratio calculation for signifi~ance. 
A bird's eye view of the distributions obtained for both 
sides of the shell follows: 
.l;,' 
"" 
·-
-3a - +3cr -3a ~ -+ 3 c,' X 
B p~' 3~ 
. . ,4 ~4%4 lo 4%.te- b 'l, lo 6% 6')1,, 
f\. p_« 6 4 M,, 6 5 Y64 7%t 6 ~" 6 2 %2 7 
'f,.. ·'" 
B. P. - B€ FORE PL 1\1 c. I ~. P. ..- ~~*TE.R Pl\\T£ 
·--------
--t9·-
.. :'1'.' 
.-· ·-
" I 
... ,_., 
/ 
Using the standard deviati9ns calculate'.d below each table, 
the following variance ratios were calculated for the diagonal 
dimension: 
Left side of shell - 19.6/4.3 = 4.56 ·tor deg~es of freedom 
n1 :;=: 19, = 24 
Ri ·:ht side o-f·· ·s·hel.l · .. 
······-~' ···. ·, . 
:-2·2. :9/.l _.: T6 _::; 13. o· for degrees of freedom 
\ 
.J 
.,· 
' ... 
From tables for· ·the variance ratio, for· degrees cff. freedom n1 I}·= 19., 
Q:2_ = ·2.4,_ ·our ·case, we show greater significance than the 0.5 pe·rcent 
' level .• 
In terms of the 100 degree angle, the following variance 
ratios were calculated: 
Left side of shell - 3.66/1.14 =· 3.21. 
Right side of shell - 4.7/.198 = 23. 7 
The variance ratio once again att~ibutes high significance to the 
1· _·.-. ·-- ___ ./ --
angular change after plate, since the diagonal dimension is a function 
of the angle. There is much higher significance in the change. which 
takes place on the right side. 
Plating requires· the rac.king of .. parts under stress to 
obtain good electrical contact. Additionally, the unracking.of parts 
varies with the operator, contact spring strength and rack maintenance. 
I. 
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When racks aren't maintained often enough, nickel bQildup accumu-
,,, ,...-, 
lates and imposes more ,tress on the shell in racking and unracking. 
't 
Underforming results.- ... 
.. 
What does the larger "F" value on the right side imply? 
A good question! The ~ank man used both hands to urtrack two parts 
at a time from the racks. His hands grasped the areas of the right 
side of the shell in· pressing inward on the shell and then quickly 
r 
snapping the shell outward and away from the spring-loaded contacts. 
" ' Here is where the larger distortion on the right side took place. 
As a result of the production path pinpointing of the 
source of 'distortion of the shell, Manufacturing Engineering went 
back into the tooling and made corrections by way of overforming the 
shell in the steel state to compensate for the distortion and opening 
up in unrackirtg after plating. 
Case 2 
At the time of the hole-center gauge check when· :cavity six 
didn't fit the gauge, cavity five fit the gauge without effort, while 
cavity four got onto the gauge pins, but very tightly. In removing 
the cavity four handle from the gauge, occasionally the bosses wo~. 
break. 
'~ 
·, 
i At that moment, however, no problem ·was anticipated with 
cavity four on the toaster assembly line. 
As. soon as the parts under "special lot" hit the line, 
·h·an·dle breakage increased. Not only was cavity six involved, but some 
..... 
·cayity four handles broke. Now and then, a cavity five handle broke. 
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The big ~reakage was in cavity six • 
An analysis of variance approach was decided upon.· Since 
6 
<' 
' there wer~ 27 production paths as a result of three cavities and 
. . 
nine fixtur~s."" n,i~e drawer handles from each cavity were run through 
/ 
the drilling operation in a way that allowed each particular cavity 
part to be drilled on each of the nine drilling fixtures. 
Variables measurements were quickly obtained on the distance 
of the drilled holes from the back edge of the drawer handle. A 
( 
I. 
diagram of the part and measurement taken follows: ~, 
X 
The table below gives the measurements in inches: 
'I" 
Table 3 
4 C• "it ies 5 6 
Stns. Left Right Left Right Left Right 
1 .676 .681 .673 .666 .686 • 678 
2 .681 .684 .681 .666 .689 • 670 
'I 
3'. .678 .680 .668 .666 .691 .674 
4: .685 .680 .679 .667 .697 • 672 
.5 .-691 .681 .685 
-~' . 
.659 .703 .672 
" :6· .6:91 .680 .692 .672 • 704 .670 ... ' .. 
7 .:674 .689 .681 .679 .677 .676 
:a .:678 <'. 
.684 .678 .664 .692 .671 
.. 
.9 ,673: . .. .. " . .679 .664 .660 .688 • 673 
fj'L-i 
. ,(ii 
.t;,. 
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The ·computa,tion was made more convenient by utilizing the 
~ 
,variation of the left hole vs. the right hole. It follows: 
Stations 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
'· 
4 -5 -3 -2 +5 +10 +11 +15 -6 -6 19 (0 
CIJ 
~ 5 +7 +15 +2 +12 +26 +20 +2 +14 f4 102 .u .,.. 
t .,,,, 
CJ 6 +8 +19. +17 +25 +31 +34 +l +21 +15 171 
' 
10 3.1 17 42 67 65 18 29 13 292 
4 
'!be figures are the decimal equivalent in inches multiplied 
by 1000. 
1. Squaring individuals and totaling same: 
(-5) 2 + {-3) 2 + ••• + (15) 2 = 6,418 
2;_. Totaling columhs, squaring same, suming the squares and dividing 
]?y indiviwlals in each column: 
(102 + 31 2 + ... + 292 + 133/3 = 13,062/3 = 4354 
3. Totaling rows, squaring same, s~ing the squares and dividing by 
individuals in each row: 
(192 + 1022 + 171,/9 = 40,006/9 = 4445.1 
4. Obtaining the grand total of all individuals, squaring same and 
div·iding by the total number of individuals: 
2922/27 = 3157.9 
-
,•, 
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The table of variance follows: 
Source Sum of Squares 0 . " Freedom · Mean Square "F" Ratio 
'" Stations 1196 8 149.5 3.54 
Cavities 1287 2 643.5 15.25 
Residual 675 16 42.2 
3260 26 
Little residual variance existed. For degrees of freedom 
n1 = 8, n2 = 1~, the value of the variance ratio is 3. 20 at the 2 .5% 
level of significance. Our n2 being 16, the value would be slightly 
less. The 3.54 "F" ratio·for stcii.ons, therefore, showed significance 
at the 2.5% level. 
For degrees of freedom of n1 = 2 .. , n2. = 15, the value of 
the variance ratio is 11.34 at the 0.1% level of significance. Our 
value of 15.25 for cavities gives a higher degree of significance to 
cavities. 
As stated in the attributes case, cavity six had sloped 
bosses which allowed the drill head to slip on the surfaces. Nothing 
could be found wrong with cavity fqur. Fixtures were checked and 
moved, based on the extreme variations noted in the variables measure-
.Actually, the replacement of the worn pilot bushing tem-
,$· 
porarily solved the problem. A permanent solution was the replacement 
of the worn drill head. 
i 
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- - \. Hindsight is good at this time to indicate how, at that 
-
·, 
time, we could have performed a better analysis by a s.imple variance 
ratio test of significance. 
Tables and calculations follow: 
Table 4 
~-
Cavity four (.673 base for calculatio~s) 
~x2 (~X)2 
Stns •. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
; 
6 
7 
;,8· 
9 
Cavity 
Stns. 
1 
2 
3 
·4 
5 
Left _Right - n 
3 9 8 64 S2 ~ _;_· -
8 64 11 121 'Y\ ... ' 
5 25 7 49 
p ~>' 
s2 ~ 916 po/19 46.5 - --
12 144 7 49· 
L 8 
18 324 8 64 s2 ~ 809 (8t2)/9 - - 10.1 
.. l,8 324 7 49 
-
R 8 
l 1 16 256 F = 46.5 - 4.6 -, .,,.. 
·s 25 11 121 10.1 
0 0 6 36 f" 
-
- 8(ig\__ 70 .916 81 
=== === 
five (.659 base for calculations) 
Left 
14 196 
22 484 
9 81 
20 400 
26 676 
Right 
7 
7 
7 
8 
0 
49 
49 
49 
64 
0 
s~ g; 3796 - (170)~ - 73.3 
8 
s2 ~ 806 -R - (68)
2/9 = 
8 
..... : 
,·--,- - --· . 
'(j-· .. · .. 33 .. --108-9 .. 13 --·-· l6.2 __  . ·- - ·--. ·---·- ·-· - - -----· - -- ·------······-···--:y----------·--·-· ..... ·----- ___ . ___ . -... · ____ _ 
.. 
7 22 
:s 19 
9 5 
170 
: .... 
. ''"'= 
484 
361 
25 
3796 
20 400 
5 25 
1 1 
-
.2.!! 806 · 
-
-25-
F = · 73.3 = 2.0 
36.7 
~. 
/ 
··-:- ... ~, ·:-·· ,._, 
_.:i. 
i. 
:;i, 
.. : ... ~J 
•' 
. ,; 
.. 
-
-.. 
"-,.. 
~: 
- . 
Tab.le 4 (Cont'd •. ) 
Cavity six (.670 base for calculations) 
Stns. 
1 16 
2 19 
3· 21 
.4 27 
Left 
256 
361 
441 
729 
8 
0 
4 
·2 
Righ,t. 
64 
0 
16 
4 
s2 ,..,, 4889 L =· 
...... -.~· 
- (197)2/9 = 
8 
)'. 
71.7 
·5·, 33 1089 2 4 S2 ~ R 134.- (26) 2/9 8 . 
= 7.37 '• 
:6: 34 1156 
::7 7 49 
:a· 22 484 
9 18 .324 
197 4889 
0 
6 
1 
3 
-
26 
-
-
0 
36 
1 
9 
134 
F = 71.7 = 9.73 
7.37 
I 
This simple, yet pDWerful test for n1 = n:2 = 8 gives "F" 
values of 6.0 and 12.0 for the 1.0 and O.l percent levels of signi-
ficance respectively. Cavity six with a variance ratio of 9.73 had 
greater significance than the 1.0 perc~nt level, but not as great 
as the 0.1 percent level. Cavity four with a variance ratio of 4.6 
had greater significance than the five percent level, but less 
significance than the 1.0 percent level. 
I 
Since the test of significance compared the left hole 
variance with that of the right, something tied into the left hole 
drilling was responsible. This something was the drill head, with the 
·······excess play, approximat-ely I/32 Inch. 
' At this point, some thought should be given to the initial 
ll 
.ana_lysis of variance ·approach. There were no repeated observations, 
.. 
. .. 
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which meant that no "error" term was- available against which the ' 
significance of the residual could be judged. Were there interactions 
between stations and cavities,· without repeated observations, this 
analysis would not. have sufficed. We can conclude, therefore, that· 
for production path use of the analysis of variance, two observations 
-per path are a minimum to show up interaction. Were the residual 
large in such an analysis, it would mean that interaction was present 
and should be studied -'."9 possibly by a factorial analysis. 0 " 
Case 3 
The final case problem in the production path .study involv_~s: 
a toaster base end wherein a problem of warpage was encountered in 
the base end -- causing a relatively large gap of the base end with 
the toaster shell. The severity of the gap problem var,ied. There 
were times when a large percentage of warped base ends emerged from 
the plastic operation, while at other times the problem settled down 
to a low level of several percent defectives -- approximately five 
perceJ1t. Interaction was suspected. 
Some of the variables affecting the finished piece are 
pre-heat temperature, mold temperatur~, ambient air temP£_ratur~, cure_ - . . . . 
. ... . . .. -----
-
. ) time, ejection of the p_iece, and, naturally, the plastic/compound 
itself.- Generally, th~rmo-setting plastic molding is carried out 
in the 325-400°F mold temperature range with pre-heat in the neighbor-
hood of 200-210°F. The cure time varies with the type and flow 
-number of the compound as ·well as molding temperatures related· to 
-27-
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the. quality of the finished piece. 
·- " 
Suspecting the presen~e of an interaction in the case of·-
I ' 
the relatively low percentages of warped bases and the effect of 
interaction and/or main effects affecting warp·in the high percen-. 
tage of defective base ends, a deliberate three factor, three level---
{ 
experiment was decided upon. A decision was made to vary the mold,ing 
temperatures and cure times and assess their effect on the three 
I 
mold cavities. The mold record book gave opera~ing parameters of 
0 350 F molding temperature, t:wo minutes cure time and a pre-heat cycle: 
_pf 12 seconds. 
The pre-heat cycle was held constant as well as ·the plastic 
compound related to the lot of material. Since some justification 
in the past resul t·ed in the determination of the current operating 
parametersJ it was decided upon to bracket the mold termperature and 
cure time by 25 degrees Fahrenheit and ·one-half minute, respectively .• 
Following are the results of the designed experiment: 
Temperature 
(OF) 
325 
~- 350. 
... ; .. 
375 
,I 
Table 5 
Toaster Rear Base End 
Warp (Inch) 
Cavities 1 .1-/2 
3 010 . ' 
4 .012 
5 .oos 
3 .004 
4 .003 
5 .018 
3 .006 
4 .022 
5 --~ 
.006 
Cur·e. t. 1.me (Min.) 
2 2 1/2 
.016 .032 
_ ,018 .016 
.010 .020 
.007 .004 
.010 .017 
.025 .010 
.028 .017 
.051 .040 
.007 .024 
.) 
f'"" 
. ---·· .. ·- ... ~ ~ -- -
... 1 
l 
I ;-,• 
,,p,., 
;:._,,•-:I 
l 
1. 
' . 
... ·• 
:t· 
,,. 
·In order to analyze the data, three two-way tables were 
·formed by summing over each of the three variables. The values· in 
each block are the s,unmation of three readings in thousandths of an 
inch multiplied by 1000 to get rid of the decimal point. The tables 
follow: 
Table 6 
Temp~rature - Cure 
Temperature Cure (Min.) 
{OF) 1 1/2 2 2 1/2 Totals 
325 27 44 6& 139 
350 25 42 31 98 
~ 
375 34 86 81 201 
··ro:t-al.s. 86 172 180 438 
Calculations: 
I 
1. (272 + 442 + ••• + 862 + 812)/3 = 8584.0 
2. (1392 + 982 + 201 2)/9 = 7702.8_ 
3. 
4. 
(862 + 1722 + 1802)/9 = 7708~8 
4382/27 = 7105.3 .. 
Table of Variance: 
Source 0 Freedom Sum of Squares 
2 597 ._5 
Mean Square 
29~!8 
,;.~·. ~ . 
· · '!!empera ture 
Cure 
. - --,._- - - .. 
2 603.S 301.8 
T x Cure 4 277.7 69.4 
-
Totals 8 1478.7 
.... .. 
.-. '!:, 
~-
. ,. 
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Cavity 
3 
4 
5 
Totals 
\_- -
Calculations : 
1 
Table 7 
Cav~ty-Cure 
1/2 2 
20 51 
' 
37 79 
29 42 
86 172 
\ 
Cure (Min.) 
2 1/2 
53 
73 
54 
180 
.. 
1. 
2. 
2 .. 2. ,·2·. 2 .. 
_j (20 + 51 +· .• .• :,. + .42 + 54 )./3 = 8090. 0 
2 .. :2:· . 2: .. .. ·· . . . . (124 + 189 + :1.-is,· )/9 = 7413.5 
.. 
Table of Variance: 
.. 
Source 
Cavity 
Cure 
Ca X Cure 
Totals 
Cavity 
3 
·-
4 
• 
5 
·Totals 
-~-
0 Freedom 
2 
2 
4 
8 
Table 8 
Sum of Squares 
308.2 
603.5 
73.0 
984.7 
Cavity-Temper~ture 
Temperature 
325 350 375 
58 15 51 
46 30 113 
35 53 37 
139~ 98 . 201 
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(OF) 
'\. 
Totals 
124 
189 
125 
438 
Mean Square 
154.1 
301.8 
18.3 
Totals 
124 
189 
125 
438 
- - ..... -- - _, - -----.~- ·- - ------· 
"' 
:"~: 
- ; .. - ... 
·~-i,... .... -
,. 
-~. .:/ Table 8 (Cont'd.) 
'l. 
... , 
Calculation: 
. 2 ·2 · .. ·., , 2 . · · ·2 .· · .... · (58 + 15 + ... : .• t :s.:3· +· 3·7 )/3 = :912.641'.0 , 
Table of Variance: 
0 
.. 
Source Freedom Sum of Squares 
Mean Square 
Cavities 2 308.2 154
.1 
Temperatures 2 597.5 298
.8 
Ca x T 4 1115.0 278
.8 
Totals 8 2020.7 
~ .... 
The calcu\_ations for each of the three two-way
 tables 
became progressively less laborious due to the
 insertion, where 
appropriate, of a previously .,.calculated sum of squa
res and mean 
square for a main effect. 
The total variance was obtained by squaring al
l the 
.priginal individuals, s,muning these squares an
d subtracting from 
~., -· 
this sum of squares the total squared divided 
by the total number 
of original individuals. The value calculated
 out "to be ·3506. 7. 
Sunnnarizing the results of the tables of varia
nce from 
~-. 
the three previous two-way tables .g.ives a final
ized table of vart.:a;.p.c:e 
-- . -- -
- - - -
-
- ·- --·-
- ·-·~----· 
-
--
--·-··--· 
----···- -
as follows: 
: .. ";._ .: ..... · --~~ ,. :f'. ·.-· 
): 
. . 
··:~. 
.. / 
t ti"' 
I 
I 
I 
I ( 
I 
I 
( 
! '> 
I 
' ' 
- - -~-- .... ------··-··-,~. ... . . --~-~-· . ·- -----~· --·-~·- . ···---·-
.·~· 
·• 
I 
' Table 
Source 0 Freedom Sum 
Temperature 2 
Cure 2 
Cavity 2 
-· 
TX Cure :4. 
Cure X Cavity 4 
Cavity X T 4 
Residual 8 
Totals 2'6-
~~-:-3'-. 
9 
of Sguares 
597.5 
603.5 
308.-.2 
277 7 · . . . 
' 
73.0 
1115.0 
531.8 
3506.7 
Mean Square 
Z,98. 8 
301.8 
154.1 
69.4 
18.3 
278.8 
66.-5, 
. ···, .. 
"F" 
5.42 
5.47 
2.79 
The mean squares d-f .the cure x cav.i~y and temperature x 
cµ-te interactions did not show significanc·e, ther·efore, their sums 
of'squares ·and degrees of freedom were pooled to give a new residual 
of 55. 2 with 16 degrees "of freedom. For degrees of freedom of n1 = 2·, 
n2 = 16, F must equal or exceed 3.6 at the 0.05 level of significance .• 
' 
For degrees of freedom n1 = 4, n2 • 16, F must equal or exceed 3.0 
and 4.8 at the 0.05 anq 0 .• 01 levels of significance, respectively. 
No significance is· -attacl'l~·d :to the cavity, main effect; however, 
the temperature and cur·e main effects were more significant than 
the 0.05 level but less significant than the 0.01 level. The ;cavity-
temperature interaction was highly significant -- lying between 
the 0.01 and 0.001 ievels of significance • 
.. 
A graphical depiction of the mai"n -~·f::feet.s and interaction A...... ·~ 
follows : 
~-
, 
., 
··'·. 
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The best temperature of the temperatures CQhs:idered expery 
me~tally for minimum warp appears to- be 350°F.. Iner.eased cure times 
have the effect of increasing the warp. Our most signigicant tem-
perature -- cavity interaction shows a decided advantage to running 
at 3S0°F for minimum warp of cavities three· and four; however, 
cavity five interacts in this temperature are'a to give a higher 
degree of warp. Why should this be? 
A ,look at the mold ~9~~truction shows th¢ ·-fo;ilowfng, layo.ut: 
of cavities: 
·[··· 
,, 
-· 
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The answer ... to the question of why number five cavity behaves as it 
does with temperature is not fully firmed up. at the moment of this 
:writing. It is believed that the larger mass of metal around the 
cavity has a sigt,.ificantly different heat transfer'rate than that 
exh_ibited by cavities three and four. 
0 
.$ince the mold operating temperature was 350 F, the . 
re·sults ·o·f the interaction are exactly what we are experiencing .• 
. c:ayity·: five base ends exhibited higher warpage. A look at th·e 
tails of a normal distribution would allow approximately 3.5 percent 
of the base ends to fall outside of a 1/32 inch maximum warpage 
< 
tolerance. These figures are based on a 0.0177 inch mean and .0074 
inch sigma (o-) for cavity five as obtained from the experimental 
-. --
On the occasions when the p~rcen·tag~ .of :ba9,ly wa.rped base· 
,· 
ends was high, it is suspected that the mold was being operated in 
I 
the vicinity of the 375°F range where the warpage for cavities three 
and four increased -- cavity four warpage increasing at a rapid rate. 
' 
The molding machine operators vary machine inputs dependent upon the 
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finish of the pieces manufactured. This is a bad practice and 
doesn't get at the heart of why the appearance changed. 
As a result of the study the cure time was reduced to. one 
and one-half minutes and a molding temperature of 335°F instituted 
to ·give the best balance for warpage between cavities. The "best 
balance" was chosen as the points of interaction of cavities 3, 4 
-~" 
and 5. 
This ca~e problem is a goo·d :example of how statistlcs can 
be used to pinpoint interactions ln p:toduction paths. The' percentage 
of warped base ends wasn't great most of the time. But, the repairs 
were problematic on a high production schedule. The troubleshooting 
took relatively little time and was justified. 
.... 
. ·, 
.~.: 
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Justification of Troubleshooting Costs 
' With every production effort is associated the production 
of good product and defective product which either is scrapped or 
reworked -- dependent on the needs of the business. We are concerned 
with the costs of defectives. Defectives are part of total quality 
costs in the area of failure costs. 
To justify troubleshooting costs, the "trouble" has to be 
boiled down to a common denominator -- the business dollar. This 
is what management understands. Production is made, and a firm exists. 
because it makes a profit. 
We ask ourselves "What are the cos.ts of defectives? 
(a) If parts are thrown away? 
(b) If parts are reworked? 
... 
(C) If parts get by and are subsequently used ln a 
product which is sold and comes back as an: 
external failure cost -- ·a. complaint?" 
.. 
The firs.t two questions, (a) and (b), are more readily 
' 
answered if a business has an adequate record keeping and cost sys tern 
to identify the production costs of defectives. However, question 
&. 
(c) is not as tangible in thS:t perhaps. complaints can be costed; but 
what about that last sale due to a defective which got by? Perhaps 
the toaster did make toast .and the percolator brewed a good cup of 
coffee, but that finish, it was horrible, compared to competition! 
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That sale may have left a sour taste in the prospective customer's 
mouth. Will he/she buy another product? 
When speaking of costs we must ask ourselves what the 
components of cost are. Shop co~ts include direct labor, direct 
material and indirect manufacturing expenses. Most of the effort 
involved in troubleshooting defectives .. Jies in this area of shop 
costs. However, the cost becomes bigger when the~~fective shows 
up in a final product ready to be shipped. At this point of manu-
facture consideration must be given to .. the costs of product engin-
eering, complaint provisions, packing costs and the cost of repairing 
the defective, if caught before it leaves the plant. Once the 
product leaves the plant, the costs then include shipping and ware-
-housing costs plus the cost of repairing a defective item in the 
field. 
Let's get back .to shop costs. When trouble is encountered 
fn an operation and :~efect,;i.ves are generated, what is the cost of . 
this trouble? The answer to this question will lead to the justifi-
cation of troubleshooting costs. The benefits from troubleshooting 
must outweigh its costs. 
Trouble correction can involve the man on the job. If 
.he is ---given -ample. time on a piece-work job to check his output, 
he can spot his own bad work. We are talking of "source control". 
The cost here is that of allowing a ·frequency check in the time study· 
to enaole the operator to catch defectives at the time they are 
generated • 
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Then again an inspector or auditor on the floor -might 
detect bad work. These people fall into the irtdirect manufacturing 
expense component of cost_. 
Once defectives are detected, corrective action may be 
taken through t,-ie use of material meeting specification, a new tool, 
the sharpening or grinding of a tool, a maintenance repair job or 
maybe just a simple machine adJU$-'tmenc. 
The. cost· can involve such t-t:ems· as:: 
(1) The cost of downtime of the machine 
. . . . . . ' . . 
{2) Changeover of mate~ial costs 
(})·- :ios t- _production 
·{4)- Machine adjustment. -cqs t-
(5) Repair cost 
(6) Tool reconditioning cost (&-:,;-tno-.ln&: ·or -sharpening} 
(7) Tool replacement cost 
• 
(8) Downtime in a subsequent operation_ req~iring the part 
due to lack of same 
(9) Loss in meeting a production schedule. 
Where the defects are de tee ted and the source of the i troubl.e: 
• I 
·· is not readily Pil,lP.9inted, the foreman running the operation will 
-~ 
'surely get involved. When he cannot solve his problems, such service 
-groups as fact.·qry c.on·t-act engineering or quali.ty control can help. 
> 
) ', ."-
.::.;- ;." 
.... . 
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. We can also turn the coin on the othe
r side·· and foresee 
cases where the detected defect must b
e allowed to continue to run. 
Suppose the process is suc·h that defec
ts -vary dependent on variables· 
1 
not yet pinpointed. Do we shut down a.n 
operation such a.s plating, 
or do we run with the thought of gettin
g out of trouble through 
greater effort in troubl~shooting to g
et at the cause? A production 
..• 
schedule might require continued runnin
g. 
A part cduld also be defective and the
 cure known, but 
production might continue in order to m
eet schedule. Surely, the 
~ 
defective item is reworked at a cost.. 
Sound management would allow 
such a condition to exist only long eno
ugh to acquire sufficieni 
par:ts. to be built ahead of the current sc
hedule to allow ample time 
·to acqu:ir e too 1, die or mold correct io
n. 
When we speak of justifying troubleshooting costs 
we 
tnijst, therefore,· look at the overall picture and c
ome up with a cost 
involving men, machines and material. 
It is better to tackle a 
small area of a plant operation where 
known troubles lie. "Health 
indicators" should be documented to es
tablish the current status of 
the operation. "Heal th indicators" are
 items such :a~·: 
1. Shop costs --
Applied labor 
Unapplied labor (includes: :rework) _ 
Scrap 
2. Unusual labor costs which might be
·eliininated 
·-···-- ·
·--
~ .......
. ', . 'i ),'., ~~~ ..... -..............;...-->.:......_. . . - .. 
• '''1''' 
· · 
---~~-'""·~---·--·3·--;- -- App-ra-1sa (Inspection) 
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•l 
4. Effect of rework ge
nerated in other oper
ations 
't 
,-. 
5. Failure costs if th
e .part gets· into the 
field. 
-~-
6. Product mix 
.. ·-
7. Current rejection summ
ary 
. 
·· 8. Material yield a
nd usage 
9. Machine down time 
10. Maintenance cost
s, etc-. 
. '1. ·. 
In justifying costs, the.sug
gestion is to tackle 
a small 
' 
area of an operation 
related to an overall
 cost picture. It w
ould 
be very difficult to 
sell an Accounting se
ction or high managem
ent 
on the idea of breakin
g down the costs on i
ndividual problems. ·" 
The documentation of 
shop costs should be 
put on a c:.har:t: 
;gf .some kind which of
 necessity must be a 
factual, analytical do.:
tJars 
:artd cents approach to 
catch the eye of mana
gement. Based on the
 r-" 
need fur improvement, 
dollar figures must b
e submitted to manage
ment 
which will convince i
t that the dollars spe
n_t in this area will
 
yield a great:er retur
n in that there will 
):,e: les's· loss of manpower,
 
machine time ~nd mat
erials. Productiot1 ~c
h·edules will be more 
often 
met· . . . . 
.d .. , 
; ·.:.~. ·, 
t 
ca.;, 
4,. 
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Likely Future Studies 
• 
i·,, 
It was shown that production paths .. relating to defect · 
-4,,.; 
generation do exist in industry. Likely future studies could,be 
/JI 
~, ' 
_../ ; · made in the areas of identification and inspection. 
Identification 
Identification is the· ·b~sts of. aI.i ·:o'f. o~r ·knowledge. Were 
we to pick up a paper and on it find_· .a :tab;Le _o<f both numbers and 
letters, we would know very little un.less the ·table :were identified 
and the numbers and letters labelled to give. them meaning. 
The question is not whether we wfsh to identify men, 
materials or machines, but when do we want to identify? Under what 
circumstances should we consider identification? Identification 
can be routine, or it can be implemented when trouble exists. In 
any event, there is a cost associated with it. I 
One might ask the question, "What kind of identification 
is ::po;s:si.tr~¢. arja reasonable?" A _stamp, mark or color can be used. 
B:~tt..,= s·o"ilie parts are too small to be marked. Will a .color suffice? 
:Pos.s.ibly.l:he color could be harmfu1 to the inte·nded u~re. of the pa.r.t. 
"' Qr, a subsequent op~_ration such· as an anneal could destroy it. This 
·point leads to the though·t of how far along the process identification 
should be maintained. 
Since it was proven that production paths exist in defect 
generation, how might this knowledge help in ro.utinely identifying 
production paths? Perhaps a mark could be used to serve as a control 
.. 
I\. 
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device for defect prevention. In the eveg,t the mark were n
ot present, 
it would be an indication that the parts were move
d in the production 
. 
path with the possibil.ity of an operation being mi
ssed. 
Identif ica tiori can also be made as to time. Is th
is 
suff ic-ient? Perhaps time-identified short path da
ta can help solve 
1ong path problems at a later time • 
. , 
Someone must do the identifying. How can· this bes
t be 
. 
~c,complished? Is the man on the job the right man to do the Job?
 
' 
Or·, should insp~ction do the identifying? Perhaps heit
her should! 
Might not a machine do a better job -- automatically -- by spra
ying 
a colored dot to classify the goodnes-s of the prod
uct at that ·point 
in the product.ion path? 
Inspection 
Inspection is an appraisal function. The job entails 
ident_ifying a lot qf parts as being either good or
 bad. Generally, 
no troubleshooting sboul._d be. do,ne by an ins.pecto_r.
 This action cuts 
Jnto his inspection function -~rtd ·re·sults .irt le:s:s rou
nds of coverag_e. 
to· _protect the quality leve~ in his area. 
~- ·~· 
However, would· it not be feasible· to have part of 
an 
Inspector's task that of identifying parts for con
trol purposes? 
A device such as a spray can of paint might be em
ployed to identify 
a lot in its present "pa.th'' of the process. The 
absence of the color 
code would be an indication of no~-inspection or t
he lot not being 
·• 
. 
processed in sequence. In either case, trouble c.
ould ensue. 
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How much inspection is now being done which is not used 
for control? By strict defin;ition where inspection is apprai'sal., 
detecting good from bad, control is missing. However, would it 
not be possible to avoid pro~uction problems were inspeT~!on able to 
serve the purpose of control? 
Would it .not be reaso·nable· to us·e non-random but represen-
tative sampling by path for routine inspection? Such sampling might 
save time. 
Were inspection by paths adopted, what ~.Y.P·e of sampling 
s~heme would we use? How much sampling would:· inspection of the 
product from all of the prod·ue·tion paths·entailt·· How·much-protection 
would be affo ..rded by this type of sampling? What would this ~ampling 
cost? 
Prp_q.uction paths imp.lies· mor~· t;han one step in a proce~s·. 
Interaction can result. Where variables .data is needed, must we 
have replication? If we don't t:eplicate, how will we get the "err~r" 
term to estimate interaction? Is it not poss.ible to use small 
am.aunt$ 'Of daily duplications in routine :inspec.tion to su-pply a g~od 
''·e.rror'' estimate? 
One final thought. Might it not be better to obtain control 
over the various pr·oduc tion paths of a process by giving the c;>perator 
this responsibility· of identification and sample inspection? Would 
.. 
this not be a step in the direction of making it right the first 
time through "source control", the operator. The task then would b.e· 
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to determine for the operator: 
1. What quality characteri~ics to check.· 
2. The condition~ of check. 
4. Skill (perhaps operatot is not qualified). 
b. Cycl~ time (time may not be available to perform th·e check.) 
3. · When and where to check. 
4. How to perform the check. ·~. 
5. Sample size and typ~ (random or· consecutive). . i'tJ· 
6. Frequency of c:heck. 
A good deal of thoughts and questions have been posed. 
Unquestionably, some good could ·co.me out of thorough investigations - . 
in these areas of -identificatiort -artd inspection related to production 
paths • 
. . ·I 
:, f 
'I 
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Degrees: B.s·., :l,-E_.,c February 1949 (Lehigh University) 
Teaching & Profess~onal Experience: 
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Air Force "l?ilot 
~1-~n:t: E.ngineer, Traylor Eng_ineering & Mfg. Co. 
.Quality Control Engineer, Keasbey & Mattison Co. 
Quality Control Engineer & Supervisor of 
Inspection, General Electric Co •. 
Taught "Practice of Quality Control" fo·r 
. .Allentown-Bethlehem ASQC Section at 
Muhlenberg 
' Registered Professional Engineer 8 August, 1958 __ 
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